Abstract—The development of complex systems often leads to delays in integration and roll-out, massive cost overruns, and in many cases to sub-optimal solutions regarding system performance and robustness. In order to overcome these issues, model-based systems engineering methodologies can be employed. The application of simulation models in addition to system specifications increase the engineers’ understanding of complex system behavior. The approach also allows the detection of incomplete or inconsistent functional requirements as well as other design failures.

With increasing complexity of system models it is necessary to optimize parameters to achieve a resource-efficient solution. Indirect simulation is a well-known tool for this task, and there are numerous heuristics that can control the search in the parameter space. However, this task is much harder if the design parameters are not only numerical values from a predefined interval. In many cases the design issue (and optimization task) involves decisions about how a system architecture should be composed out of modules and interfaces / connections. In such cases, already the generation of feasible design variants may be hard to automate as a part of an optimization algorithm. Domain-specific knowledge and technical constraints have to be taken into account, and the non-numerical parameters have to be encoded such that they become accessible by the controlling heuristic.

This paper presents a model-based methodology to optimize the architecture of a wireless sensor network that is designed for future avionic applications. We show how dynamically reconfigurable simulation models can be used to simplify an optimization of architecture or topology of a system. The system modeling and design tool MLDesigner is used for model implementation and simulations. In addition to that, the heuristic optimization process is described in such a model, thus controlling on a meta level the actual optimization. It can be changed or adapted easily, because it is not programmed but described with a high-level model.

Index Terms—Performance evaluation, global optimization, discrete event simulation, probabilistic metaheuristic, simulated annealing, model reconfiguration

I. INTRODUCTION

Early system design phases are of particular importance and decisive for the success of a project. Errors in this phase lead to very costly changes later on. Wrong design decisions and insufficient implemented functional requirements result in poor system solutions which remain undetected until final testing. During later project phases such as component integration, sub-system or overall-system tests, failures are discovered too late. These circumstances force designers to reiterate earlier design phases, resulting in roll out delays and cost overruns.

Model-based system engineering can reduce the cost of the development process and increase the ability to detect costly design failures during early design phases. By using executable models (i.e., models that can be simulated and their performance evaluated), a validation of the behavior of the final system is possible. These models can be thought of as an executable specification instead of a text document which cannot be technically validated.

Resource efficiency of a complex system often relies on the collaboration of different components, which is difficult to estimate during the design phase. Moreover, decisions of module designers may improve the local behavior, but nevertheless degrade the overall properties of the system. The effect on the global system properties is often very hard to predict. The architecture of these systems is thus often designed with tolerance margins. To achieve a more resource-efficient system, these margins have to be reduced. Experiments have to be created, in which solution, subsystems, or even the entire system should be checked, executed, and analyzed manually. This is a time-consuming task and requires a good amount of expert knowledge. Another approach is to use the executable specification together with simulation-based optimization heuristics to reduce the effort of finding a more efficient architecture of the system.

The aim of this type of optimization is to design a system or its architecture such that its key features are optimally set. This may include low production cost, low running costs, size, weight, reliability, robustness, and so on. For the optimization it is important that each feature is mathematically expressible, such that an optimization algorithm can estimate and compare it. The function of a system to be optimized usually contains several conflicting of non-functional requirements. Weights have to be set to define the relative importance to find the best trade-off: a compromise has to be found such that the overall benefit will be optimal.

The optimization of systems based on simulation models is an important and widely covered research area [1], [2], [3]. For our application domain of avionics and wireless sensors, Sghairi et al. [4] describe how a flight control system can be constructed in terms of architecture optimization. Of particular importance is the extremely high reliability of the system. The aim of the optimization is to build an architecture which
is less expensive and contains little redundancy, but is still safe enough. The solution consists in an incremental modeling approach, where gradually more modules are added on a basic level based on the requirements.

The work of Azami et al. [5] discusses energy and lifetime issues of wireless sensors, which have their own finite power supply and different tasks to solve. The optimization goal is the selection of sensor nodes, which completely fulfill their task and thereby require as little energy as possible to have a long life time. This problem was solved with a selection algorithm based on simulated annealing [6]. Further work on optimization of wireless sensor networks include [7], [8], [9].

Automatic optimization of complex system architecture models requires a domain-specific tool chain. In the work of Leeuwen et al. [10], a closed-loop design optimization method was shown. A model described in a domain-specific modeling language similar to UML/MARTE or SysML is transformed to executable code for a discrete-event simulator called DynAA. The architectural optimization is done by MatLab.

There are numerous adaptable parameters and choices when selecting and using a heuristic for indirect optimization. Programming a tool and integrating it with a simulator for such a task would thus require to change parts and recompile the tool often. It is thus necessary to increase the level of technical detail and reduce the amount of tools to be integrated, to ease the task for a system designer and modeler. One promising option is to specify the optimization process itself with a specific model that will control the actual optimization run without the necessity of programming. If it is possible to use the same tool as for the system model itself, this would simplify the task even more.

The contribution of this paper is to show how the multidomain simulation tool MLDesigner [11] can be successfully applied both for run-time system model construction and simulation, as well as on the meta level of the optimization process. The different necessary generic building blocks for optimization sub tasks are developed, forming a library in this tool. This allows to easily switch between optimization algorithms and configure or test them, or even to develop and analyze new variants. As a proof-of-concept, we present a simplified optimization of the architecture of an aircraft wireless sensor network. The architecture can be described as a set of parameters by using a generic approach for the domain model. Parameters for the initial generic model are detected such that at the end of the optimization an approximation for the best possible architecture is determined.

The paper is structured as follows: The subsequent section describes the simulation environment as well as some of its underlying modeling concepts and techniques required for the later system model and optimization. Section III covers the wireless sensor network (WSN) model as well as the model of the optimization loop and its application to the WSN architectural optimization. Results for the architecture optimization of the underlying model are given in Section IV.

II. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The network simulation model of this paper was developed using the modeling and simulation framework MLDesigner [11]. MLDesigner is a multi-/hybrid-domain modeling and simulation environment available for all major operating systems. It provides a graphical user interface to develop hierarchical models, execute and debug simulations, and to analyze results. The simulation capabilities comprise different computation domains such as discrete event, synchronous data flow, continuous time/discrete event as well as hierarchical finite state machines.

For our model, we used the discrete event domain [12] for the sensor network and the lifetime model, and finite state machines for the energy consumption description of sensor nodes. To achieve high scalability and runtime reconfiguration, i.e., independence of the model size and structure from the number of similar objects in the system, the tool provides the feature of generating instances of a formal model during a simulation. This capability is referred to as dynamic instance support and detailed subsequently.

A. Dynamic Instances

Modeling of complex networked systems often requires flexibility on how components, elements, and processes are integrated and how they interact. The creation of dynamic model instances in the discrete event domain assists those objectives. Using dynamic model instances, building blocks can be created and deleted while a simulation of the same model is running.

Turning model elements into dynamic instances is straightforward in the chosen tool. From a users point of view, the graphical modeling environment adds several control elements to the existing interface automatically. The model instance now has auxiliary ports. The block diagram structure of an example model is shown in Figure 1 before and after a transformation.

![Fig. 1. Exemplary MLDesigner module instance Node#1. Left: Normal editor shape; Right: Module with enabled dynamic instance support.](image)

Each input port such as IN is associated with a newly created port, the index control port of type integer with the same name and suffix Idx. Those control ports specify the number (index) of the runtime instance of the model element that should receive data from this port. If there is no instance known with the given index yet, it will be added automatically.

In addition to the formal input interface, two auxiliary ports named Create and Delete of type integer are added. These
ports are used to create or delete an instance with the index specified by the value placed on the port. Inputs on these ports are ignored under the following circumstances: (a) Create requests for an already existing index; (b) Delete requests on non-existing instances.

Each output port such as OUT is associated with a newly created port, denoting the index release port of type integer with the same name and suffix $\text{Idx}$. The port specifies which instance releases data on the associated output port.

III. MODEL DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

We reuse the wireless sensor model introduced in [13] in the following, to illustrate the method of architecture optimization.

A. Wireless Sensor Network Model

The schema of the top level model is depicted in Figure 2. It represents an embedded sensor network including wired and wireless networks [14], [15].

Sensor nodes are a major part of this network. They may exist in a configurable number with variable properties. Each sensor node can be assigned any number of predefined applications. The applications are configurable and generate specific data which will be sent over a shared medium. Each access point, who is in transmission range of a sending sensor node, receives the data. Completely received data is processed by the access point and relaid via a backbone to the server. This shared medium may work with different protocols. In addition to the deterministic protocol, a stochastic protocol and a hybrid one are available. The deterministic protocol is used in the following, where every sensor node and access point has its own time slot to send. Thus collisions are nearly excluded.

This model was implemented with MLDesigner using dynamic instances. Thus it does not contain configuration details, but describes system entities generically. During the execution of the elements, which were described by a dynamic instance, they are dynamically generated (instantiated) based on stored template entries and thus made usable.

Dynamic instances were used for the description of sensor nodes, applications, shared medium, and access points. The fundamental operating principle is shown for the example of the sensor nodes. Figure 3 presents the model of the sensor node environment. The module with label $\text{SN}$ represents the sensor node realized by dynamic instances. The configurations of the sensor node are stored persistently.

The following properties of a sensor node are configurable: the position of the sensor node, the radio frequency to be used, and the slot number for sending data over the shared medium. During execution of the model this configuration is read from the persistent storage using the module $\text{Configure SN}$. Then the sensor nodes are dynamically generated with the appropriate properties. The module $\text{PHY (WSN)}$ provides the connection to the shared medium. It can receive message packets from the medium and transfers it to the sensor node or sends packets from the sensor node over the shared medium.

The refinement of the sensor node is depicted in Figure 4. Each consists of different major modules: The $\text{MAC}$ module includes the protocol for the communication. The $\text{Simple NET}$ module provides the connection from the $\text{MAC}$ layer to the $\text{Applications}$ layer. The top module represents the applications assigned to a sensor node. As this dynamic instance acts as a template, it is duplicated for each sensor node configuration when the simulation starts. Each copy will get the configuration for a sensor node, stores this configuration in the data model $\text{node_config}$, and thus represents an individual sensor node.

It is even possible to use dynamic instances hierarchically. For the sensor nodes such a hierarchical use of dynamic instances is applied (c.f. Figure 5). Each sensor node is assigned to applications, which are modeled using dynamic instances again. The configuration of these applications are thus also saved in a persistent storage place. Furthermore, the
allocation specifying which application runs on which sensor node is stored there as well. During the execution of the model the current sensor node setup is specified. Thus the configuration for the application is clearly selectable and can be generated dynamically.

Just like the sensor nodes, also the access point is realized using dynamic instances. Figure 6 presents the external structure of an access point which can be dynamically generated with this information during the execution. The configuration of the access node is again stored persistently, read out via the AP Config structure. The configuration of the access node is stored there as well. During the execution of the module, the generated architecture data is saved in a persistent state subject to change and how this change takes place has to be defined by the refinement of the module. At the end of the module execution, the generated architecture data is saved in a persistent storage (data base for instance).

The simulation of the model is triggered in the module Simulation afterwards, and uses the topology data from the storage. The results of the simulation are stored persistently, such that they can be evaluated after the end of the simulation run. The final element of the simulation loop is the module Objective Function Calculation. It includes the objective function which is necessary for the evaluation of the current

B. Optimization Loop

In the following the general method of architecture optimization is described in detail. The top-level design of this method is represented by a simple simulation loop model shown in Figure 7. It resembles the standard indirect optimization approach [3], [2] and operates as follows.

The loop starts with the module Heuristic Design Space Exploration containing the heuristic optimization algorithm to be used. The algorithm decides if an additional loop iteration with another parameter set should be started (i.e., the optimization has not yet finished), or if the process should be stopped with the current best solution as a sufficiently good approximation of the optimal solution. If a further simulation is to be executed, the optimization parameters are recalculated and sent to the next module. For the first pass the optimization parameters are set depending on the initialization definition of the optimization algorithm.

The module Topology Generation creates an architecture of the system depending on the optimization parameters sent from the previous module. In principle all parameters of the model and the configuration of the dynamic instances can be changed. Which configurations and parameters are subject to change and how this change takes place has to be defined by the refinement of the module. At the end of the module execution, the generated architecture data is saved in a persistent storage (data base for instance).

The simulation of the model is triggered in the module Simulation afterwards, and uses the topology data from the storage. The results of the simulation are stored persistently, such that they can be evaluated after the end of the simulation run. The final element of the simulation loop is the module Objective Function Calculation. It includes the objective function which is necessary for the evaluation of the current
architecture. The results from the simulation are analyzed, and the value of the objective function is calculated based on them for the current architecture. Finally, the module Heuristic Design Space Exploration is executed again, using the new result value.

C. Indirect Optimization Model for the Wireless Sensor Network

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the described optimization loop model, an exemplary configuration of it is described in this section. The module Heuristic Design Space Exploration depends on the heuristic optimization algorithm, Topology Generation depends on the actual model and system to be analyzed, while the Objective Function Calculation specifies the optimization goal. All these modules have to be refined accordingly but help to keep these different aspects of the optimization task independent.

1) Description of the Heuristic: It should be noted that this paper is not about optimization heuristic development or evaluation, but presents the model-based technology to implement arbitrary ones. Thus we decided for simplicity to present two initial variants of a heuristic, namely (1) a full exploration (“brute force”) of a promising part of the design space, and (2) a random selection of parameters that may span the full design space. This helps in validating the implemented method for the moment and will be later extended to more meaningful heuristics.

The module Heuristic Design Space Exploration is thus instantiated with a method where all possible architectures are configured, simulated, and finally analyzed first. At the end the architecture with the best value of the objective function is chosen as the best solution and the optimization ends.

This approach would guarantee to find the real optimum, but is in practice no applicable because of its necessary CPU time. For the validation purpose of this paper, we restricted the full analysis on solutions with only three access points. With less than three there will be always at least one sensor node without connection. On the other hand, more access points are expected to lead to a worse optimization function value (see below), and thus the full coverage of this part was carried out.

However, to check also for other configuration settings not covered completely, random parameter selection was implemented as a second variant of the heuristic module. This will span a larger area of the design space, but will not guarantee finding the optimum. It thus serves as a validation and may give an insight also into how much time can be saved in optimization steps without losing too much result quality. As this heuristic has no obvious stopping condition unlike the first method, we decided to let the algorithm spend similarly long time in the two runs with the heuristics.

2) Parameter Encoding and Topology Generation: The architecture is configured as follows: The number and the positions of the access points are changeable, while the possible positions for an access point are preselected. The number of these positions is denoted by $m$. It follows that the number of access points $c$ is limited to be between 0 and $m$. The storage of both parameters is done in a coded bit vector called $v$. The bit vector $v$ has a size of $m$ entries, each entry contains either a 0 or a 1. Each vector can be represented as an integer number $n$. The $i$-th position of vector $v$ indicates whether an access point is placed at the $i$-th position or not. The number $c$ of access points results from the number of entries with the value 1.

For the brute force method the determination of this parameter is implemented with a loop: All combinatory possible positions are generated for three access points. Without the restriction of the preselected three access points, an outer loop would simply iterate through the number of access points.

For the random method, the number of access points to be created is generated first with a uniform distribution, and then one possible position vector is constructed randomly.

The module Topology Generation then receives the value $n$ and computes the vector corresponding to it. After that the links between sensor nodes and the access points are created in the model. Every access point gets links to each sensor node located within a radius of 8 meters, based on previous measurements of radio link quality in our environment. More distant nodes are outside the transmission range of the sending node and thus cannot receive data. Finally it is checked whether an architecture is valid, which means that all sensor nodes must be connected to at least one access point. For valid architectures, the simulation is started, otherwise a new architecture has to be determined by the heuristic.

3) Optimization Function: Now the optimization goal and the corresponding calculation rule have to be defined in the module Objective Function Calculation. For our example the objective is to minimize the number of access points taking into consideration the following constraints. The maximum load of an access point is considered to be ideal at around 80 percent. Furthermore, the load of all existing access points should be similar to balance system load and avoid bottlenecks. For these conditions on the optimization objective the following objective function was defined:
\[ f(n) = \prod_{i=1}^{c} g(load_{i}^{\text{max}}) \div \text{stdDev}(load_{i}^{\text{avg}}), \]
where
\[ n = \text{number of access points} \]
\[ c = \text{number of access points} \]
\[ g(.) = \text{Gaussian function with } \sigma = 1.0 \text{ and } \mu = 0.8 \]
\[ load_{i}^{\text{max}} = \text{maximum load of access point } i \]
\[ \text{stdDev}(.) = \text{standard deviation} \]
\[ load_{i}^{\text{avg}} = \text{average load of access point } i \]

where the value of the function \( f \) should be maximized. The variable \( c \) represents the number of existing access points. Function \( g \) is a Gaussian function with variance 1.0 and an expected value of 0.8. \( load_{i}^{\text{max}} \) is the maximum load of the \( i \)-th access point, and \( load_{i}^{\text{avg}} \) its average for each \( i \). The values for the Gaussian function \( f \) result from the above condition on the maximum load. The function \( \text{stdDev}(load_{i}^{\text{avg}}) \) calculates the standard deviation of the average loads of all access points for a penalty on unbalanced solutions.

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The presented method of the architecture optimization of Section III-B was carried out using the model from Section III-A. This section presents and discusses the obtained results.

Technically, the simulations were run in our group’s server cluster, dedicating two parallel virtual machines to each of the two (pseudo-) heuristic methods (brute force and random).

A. Full Exploration of the Design Space for 3 Access Points

Figure 8 shows the results of the first experiment (full exploration for three access points). On the horizontal axis, the bit vector value \( v \) is plotted, encoding the used positions of the access nodes. The value range of the \( x \) axis is in the interval \((2^{52}, 2^{72})\). This is due to the validation condition for the architecture, the positions of the sensor nodes, and the calculation of the bit vector value: For example, to have radio access to the rightmost sensor, an access point needs to be placed between the positions 53 and 72. Thus, the smallest possible value for the bit vector of a valid architecture configuration must be greater than \( 2^{52} \).

The vertical axis shows the number of used access nodes. Each color on the graph reflects the value of the function \( f \) from the previous section for a valid system configuration which was simulated (red = high values, blue = low values). A total of 59 640 architecture configurations were investigated, of which only 3 268 were valid and thus actually simulated. The time effort to compute these values was approximately one week. The results are visualized in Figure 8. The values between the valid sampling points are interpolated linearly to improve readability, even though the design space actually does not completely fill the area.

Figure 8 shows that there are several small local peaks located in the bottom area. The global maximum is located in the bottom left area and has a value of \( f() = 23.32 \), which is reached with an architecture configuration containing three access points at positions 14, 41 and 54.

Whether this is the actual maximum value for any number of access points, cannot be said with certainty based only on this experiment. This is because not all possible configurations are investigated.

B. Random Exploration of the Full Design Space

The random method was run in parallel to the first method, and stopped after approximately six weeks of run time. It generated 3 053 configurations, out of which 2 818 were valid and simulated. The significant difference in the time effort compared to the first experiment is due to the run time of the modules Simulation and Objective Function Calculation for the current model implementation. Their computation delay was between five minutes and two hours depending on the configuration. The reason is that for configurations with more access points, there are more sensor nodes within radio link reach of several access points, leading to many more packet receptions for the same number of generated packets. For example, the simulation of a configuration with three access points may lead to approximately 22 000 events/samples. A simulation with 72 access points, however, may generate up to 300 000 events. Generation, storage, and analysis of this data leads to a significant difference in the run time of the modules. Thus for the first experiment with a restriction to only three access points, the average simulation time is much shorter.

Figure 9 shows the optimization function results for the investigated architecture configurations, including both the results for the full (green crosses) and the random method (red dots). The \( x \) axis depicts the used positions of the access points encoded in the \( v \) vector, while the \( y \) axis shows the number of access nodes in the configuration. The \( z \) axis depicts the value of the objective function to be maximized. The results
from the brute force method are distributed as expected: The first valid result can be found with three access points. All possible configuration with three access points are generated and analyzed systematically. It can be clearly seen that the optimization strategies only found a small number of values of the whole design space in the vertical plane $n = 3$.

It should be noted that the number of examined configurations per each number of access points is uniformly distributed. For the valid configurations, this is however not the case: Here, the number of valid configurations increases with increasing number of access points, because invalid configurations are more likely if only a few access points can be placed. With only a few access points positioned randomly there is a high chance that at least one sensor node is not within the range of any access point.

The brute force optimization found the global optimum with an objective function value of 23.23 for an architecture configuration using three access points and the positions 14, 41 and 54. The optimum in the result set of the random method is also an architecture configuration with three access points, with very close positions 12, 39 and 54. This validates the expected result nicely. The objective function value is 17.91.

It may be noted that dots representing results appear more often in the upper-left area of Figure 9 (i.e., large values of $v$). This is expected and justified by the position vector $v$ encoding. The magnitude of the value is determined by the highest index of an access point location. The positions of the access points are selected randomly. If a large number of access points is selected, the probability is high that there is at least one among them with a high index value, and thus the numerical value of the bit vector is large. In addition, the minimum $v$ value for an increasing number of access points is increasing as well. Thus, there are fewer valid configurations for smaller access point numbers and vice versa.

In conclusion our confidence is high that the partial brute force method has found the actual optimum. The random method has not found the exact optimum in the same runtime, but came very close, and provided a good overview of the solution space in addition. The results support the expectation that the maximum found is also the global maximum.

The goal of this work, however, was not to find a good optimization method, but to demonstrate the functionality of the method for system architecture optimization with run-time reconfiguration of simulation models. This has been shown with the example.

V. Conclusion

We have investigated the automatic derivation and evaluation of architecture versions using simulations with the MLDesigner modeling and simulation framework. The methodology is proposed to find the optimal design of aerospace wireless sensor networks based on an evaluation of simulation results.

The paper presented a method for the model-based optimization of architectures with the use of dynamic instances. Based on generalized sub models as well as their external configuration description it is possible to simulate different configuration variants. The optimization process itself is also modeled and executed by simulating it, thus allowing to configure and change the methodology without programming changes in a tool. We showed example numerical results for the optimization of a wireless sensor system in an aircraft. In the future we will investigate optimization methods suitable for system architectures in wireless sensor networks.
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